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Deliver limitless possibilities with  
the pocket-sized Intel® Compute Stick. 
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Connect. Compute. It’s That Simple.
Transform the workplace with one of the smallest computing systems to date—the Intel® Compute Stick.  
This innovative, ultra-slim device can fit almost anywhere to deliver affordable embedded, thin client, and  
signage solutions.

Powered by an efficient quad-core Intel® Atom™ processor, the compute stick makes it incredibly easy to convert 
a display into a fully functional computer. Whether your customers want to rapidly deploy eye-catching digital 
signage or need a sharable system with desktop apps, the Intel® Compute Stick can help bring compute to 
incredibly small spaces.

Transform Any Display
The Intel® Compute Stick comes with Wi-Fi* and Bluetooth* connectivity and a USB* port for simple networking  
and connection to peripherals. And, by pairing Bluetooth and other wireless keyboards and mice with the compute 
stick, your customers can separate clutter from high-density setups in call centers, libraries, and schools. Another 
input method, the Intel® Remote Keyboard application, empowers users to utilize a mobile device as a full keyboard 
and trackpad.

The Intel® Compute Stick also features a microSD* card slot with support for up to 128GB of storage, allowing your 
customers more freedom from network constraints. Systems with large-capacity microSD cards can easily store 
hours of HD video content for digital signage solutions.

Deploy fully functional computers  
anywhere with the smallest of devices.



Configured for Any Use Case
For increased use-case compatibility, the Intel® Compute Stick comes in two OS configurations. The Ubuntu* 
LTS-based model, equipped with 1GB of memory and 8GB of onboard storage, functions best in thin client, 
embedded, collaboration, and cloud applications. 

The Windows*-based model, with either Windows 8.1 or Windows 10, is equipped with 2GB of memory and 32GB 
of onboard storage, making it a robust option ideally suited for business connect-and-compute cases. For added 
security, McAfee® AntiVirus  Plus comes with the Windows version, providing protection from viruses, spyware, 
and other threats.

Either way, this small but mighty device is perfect for use in densely populated environments with shared 
workspaces, like call centers and classrooms. Intel® HD graphics helps business sales teams deliver stunning 
presentations no matter where their pitches take them, while supporting plug-and-display digital signage  
solutions are ideal for smaller retail establishments.

Choose the  
Best os
Ubuntu* LTS, Windows* 8.1, Windows 10
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Forge a new way to work at intel.com/computestick.

http://intel.com/computestick


For more complete information about performance and benchmarks results, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.

Intel® technologies may require enabled hardware, specific software, or services activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system 
can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at www.intel.com.

Copyright © 2015 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Atom, Intel. Experience What’s Inside, the Intel. Experience What’s Inside logo, Intel Inside, 
and the Intel Inside logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. 

McAfee is a trademark of McAfee, Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.

The Windows logo is a trademark or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.

The Ubuntu logo is a registered trademark of Canonical Ltd.

The microSD logo is a trademark of SD-3C, LLC.    
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